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Wednesday, October 31. 2007

PSPIRC: IRC Client for PSP v1.0.7

Hi All,

PSPIRC is a basic IRC client for the PSP (see Internet Relay Chat).

 What's new in this version ? 

- Bug fix in danzeff keyboard
  (characters ? and # weren't mapped properly)
- Bug fix on fw-3x, the PSP freeze when more than 7
  tabs were opened simultaneously
- New line edit mode in irc console

 Credits and license : 

It is mainly based on the IRC engine written by Danzel, and the user interface i wrote for PSPSSH.

The IR keyboard support is based on the work of Harald Fielker.

This software is distributed under GNU V2 License, see GPLV2.txt file for all details and information about it.

It has been developed on linux for Firmware 1.5 and 3.71-m33, and for the IR keyboard part it has been tested using a
Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

 Download : 

A binary version for firmware 1.5 is available here :
pspirc-fw15-v1.0.7.zip

A binary version for firmware 3.x-OE is available here :
pspirc-fw3x-v1.0.7.zip

Sources are here :
pspirc-src-v1.0.7.zip

Many thanks to Danzel for his Virtual kerboard and his IRC stuff, and to all PSPSDK developpers.

Special thanks to HookBott for graphics, splash screen and icons, and to  Delight1 for her help, support and beta testing
!

  Enjoy,

           Zx

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net
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 Posted by zx-81 in IRC Client at 22:29

WORKS AWESOME!!!!!!
    Kendawg on Nov  8 2008, 03:00

Hey, this program is so good. it works better than i expected. however, when will this support unicode? or any other encodings?
    nessus on Jan 14 2009, 06:39

Hi, Thanks 

It supports only iso 8859-1 for now and i don't plan to support unicode in a near future.

Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Jan 14 2009, 09:59

does this work or does any irc work with psp3001 with official firmware 6.31?
    ra9935 on Aug 15 2010, 18:18

Nice stuff man! I love all your homebrew releases! 
Keep up the good work ^^
    Sem on Nov 14 2010, 15:43

Hi zx81, great stuff you made there !
Thing is, does the client work with Remote scripts?
for example:

ON *:TEXT:example*:#: {
  /msg $chan this is a basic example
}

I know its an old post (late 2007) but I hope to get some response.

Steve
    Steve on Dec 31 2010, 10:11

hi steve,

unfortunately  pspirc doesn't support such script,

cheers,       Zx
    zx-81 on Dec 31 2010, 10:37

Sorry if i double posted :/

Anyways, are you able to make this work? Because the 'scripts' are only to replace the perform on mirc i believe.
Correct me if im wrong
This could help be big time
I'm not that good with making/writing programs, but if needed im willing to help somehow
Greets
    Steve on Dec 31 2010, 11:05
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